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The manuscript describes a rainfall design method using multivariate distribution of
critical rainfall duration. Moreover a small basin case study application, where 49 years
of hourly rainfall records are available, is presented.

The method proposes to identify different source of potential floods using concentra-
tion time for estimating critical rainfall durations. Moreover, it proposes to use copula
function to generate triplets of critical rainfall in order to estimate design storms.

While I found the paper interesting, I have several doubts listed as in the following:

1) I did not well understand the rational of the proposed methodology, maybe the sec-
tion 2.3 should be much more clear. Apparently, but maybe I am wrong, using a
Chicago hyetograph the author could identify the desired possible flood sources re-
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lated to different critical duration.

2) The concentration time is particularly difficult to estimate so its application includes
a high level of uncertainty difficult to evaluate [1].

3) The case study data set is not appropriate for a trivariate copula analysis (49 data).

4) It is not clear how the triplets are simulated starting from the multivariate distribution
fixing the return periods 20-50-100 years.

5) In general, if the aim is the flood risk mapping, the design hyetographs based on
critical duration are inclined to underestimation hydrograph volume. [2]
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